I. INTRODUCTION
In 1970, Codd [1] introduced a model of relational database and functional concepts to reflect semantics of data in the real world. One of the major results of the theory of functional dependencies was demonstrated through the equivalence theorem. This theorem affirmed equivalence between reasoning in the world of all relations, reasoning in the world of 2-tuple relations and reasoning of propositional logic.
Applying equivalence theorem helps us solve membership problems, in particular defining whether a constraint can be derived from a set of constraints through changing form of Boolean formulas. In 1980s, the concept of positive Boolean dependencies was expanded from the concept of relational dependencies by separated research groups of Berman, Blok [2] and Sagiv, Delobel et al [3] , including constraints described through a positive Boolean formula which are true formulations while all variables are one. In description of functional dependencies and positive Boolean dependencies, a value comparison of attributes was still an equational comparison. For positive Boolean dependencies, the equivalence theorem still conserved its effectiveness. In 1992, Nguyen Xuan Huy and Le Thi Thanh [4] positive Boolean dependencies into generalized positive Boolean dependencies through replacing equational comparison with binary relation with three properties of reflexitivity, symmetric and partiality. For generalized positive Boole dependencies, the equivalence theorem still remains effective. In 1994, Le Duc Minh, Vu Ngoc Loan and Nguyen Xuan Huy [5] continued to develop generalized positive Boolean dependencies into multi-valued positive Boole dependencies conserving effectiveness of the equivalence theorem.
Class of functional dependencies and almost high dependencies developed after that were all based on equational relation as comparing values of attributes appearing in tuples. In reality, in addition to comparison between equations, there are other forms of comparison, expanding the concept of comparison between these forms that may allow managing data more finely. We consider several examples as follows:
1-As managing printers, choosing size of printed papers depends on the length of lines of data, not on the content of data. Two lines of data which have the same length will be printed on types of paper with the same size. Let us consider two attributes in R relation: D -line of data and S -size of printed paper. Len(d) -length of the number of characters of data line d, Len(D) → S dependency has wider semantics than D→ S dependency. 2. In arithmetic, height of integer n, H(n) is total of that number , for example H(2004) = H(123) = 6.
If we classify numbers based on their height, two different numbers may be in the same class. Thus, H(N)→ CLASS dependency has wider semantics than N → CLASS dependency. Luong Nguyen Hoang Hoa they will have some of the same certain properties and are therefore in the same group and so on. Along with advantages of science and technology, dependencies forms above have been appearing much more in fields of genetics, physics, molecule biology, material technology and so on. Need for a mathematical tool to help describe and reflect those dependency forms in database is urgent and is natural as well.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS AND RESULTS
The basic concepts of relational database theory are presented detailed in [6] , [7] . In this paper we use the following notation.
Let U = {x 1 ,...,x n } be a finite set of Boole variables, B is a Boolean values, B = {0,1}. Then the Boolean formulas also known as logic formulas built on the constants 0/1, variables and logical connectives ∨, ∧, and → [8] , [9] .
Let L(U) be the set of all Boolean formulas built on the set of variables U. Each element vector 0
is the value of formula f for the assignment of v. We consider to two values assignment: unit assignment e = (1,1,...,1) and zero assignment z = (0,0,...,0).
Then each value assignment v, the truth value of F will be calculated as
Definition 2.1: Let f and g be two Boolean formulas.
, where e = (1,.....,1) is the valuation that consists of all 1. Let P(U) denote all positive Boolean formulas on U. We know that P(U) is equivalent to the set of all formulas that can be built using the connectives ∧, ∨, → and constant 1 [2] , [8] .
Example 2.1 1. A∧B, (A∧B)∨(C∧B), (A∧B)∨((C∧B)→B)∨C∨1 are the positive Boolean formulas.
2. Formula A∧(¬B) is not a positive Boolean formula, because when A = B = 1 we have 1∧0 = 0.
Given attributes of a set U. Each value domains d i of A i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, contains at least 2 elements. For each value domain d i , we consider a mapping α i : d i ×d i →B. We assume that the mappings α i satisfy the follwing properties:
(i) Reflexivity: 
v ∈ R , we denote by α(u,v) the valuation:
The class of all relations over U is denoted by REL(U).
Example 2.3
With A, B and C attributes and α Α , α Β and α C mappings respectively as described in the previous example, consider the following relations R. We have the following truth table T R 
Definition 2.3:
For R ∈ REL(U) and f ∈ P(U), we say R satisfies the GPBD, written R(f), if T R ⊆ T f .
Definition 2.4:
Let R ∈ REL(U) and F ∈ P(U), we say that R satisfies the set of GPBDs F,
Definition 2.5: For F ⊆ P(U) and f ∈ P(U), F ├ f means that ∀R∈ REL(U): R(F) ⇒ R(f). F ├ 2 f means that ∀R ∈ REL 2 (U): R(F) ⇒ R(f). In other word, F ├ f if and only if for all R ∈ REL(U), T R ⊆ T F implies T R ⊆ T f.

Theorem 2.1: (Equivalence Theorem)
[3] Let F ⊆ P(U) and f ∈ P(U). The following are equivalent:
, so by the transitivity, 
The following dependencies belong to the family of Positive Boolean Dependencies [6] , [10] : 
III. MEMBERSHIP PROBLEM AND UNIFICATION ALGORITHM
Membership problem can be expressed as follows: Given a relation scheme a = (U,F), U is a set of attributes and F is set of GPBDs, F ⊆ P(U). f is a single GPBD, f ∈ P(U). Decide whether F can imply f or not, written by F╞ f [3] , [4] .
The following results give some necessary and sufficient conditions for the dependencies ∧X → ∧Y, ∧X → ∨Y, ∨X → ∧Y, ∨X → ∨Y, ∧X → (∧X ∨ ∧Y) to be implied from a set of GPBDs F [8] , [9] . From propositional logic we know that F ╞ h g → if and only if for all . Then
we define
We get the following result:
Theorem 3.2:
Let F be a set of GPBDs on U, and
. Then
Let f be a GPBD and F be a set of GPBDs on U. For U X ⊆ , denote by X f \ the formula constructed from f by replacing all the occurences of symbols in X by 1. For F we
. Thus X f \ and X F \ can be considered as formulas on X U − .
Theorem 3.3:
Let F be a GPBD set of the form
on V and suppose that x is a truth assignment for F on U such that F(x) = 1 and 1 ) ( = ∧ x X . From y from x by removing the values x(B) for all X B ∈ .
Clearly, y is an assignment on V and ( ) 1
and suppose that y is atruth 
. Theorem 3.3 gives a basis for the concept of translations of relation shemes. The main purpose of this concept is to transform a given set functional dependencies by removing some attributes that seem to be unimportant for computing several objects in the relational model of databases.
The similar results for differential dependencies were presented in [11] .
In the last of this section, we also give an algorithm to solve the above problem in general based on some results of algorithm Unification. From equivalence theorem, the above problem is solved by the following proposition:
F╞ f if and only if F → f
Algorithm Unification was introduced first time in [9] , after that it was developed and set up in Prolog environment [12] .
To prove E positive formula is true, the following steps is performed:
1. Present E ¬ in the following form:
.. 
Algorithm Proof
Function:
Proof E formula Input:
True if E is tautology; vice versa: False Method 1. Take E ¬ to conjunctive normal form:
( )
2. Unification: return(Unification(C) = ∅); EndResolution.
Algorithm Unification Function:
Unify all elements in positive formula in conjunctive normal form C to maximum Input: To solve this problem, we have some comments :
, We also know F is set of GBPDs so F is needed to take unification form and perform maximum unification steps. The following Algorithm Reduction performs the above task.
Algorithm Reduction Function:
Reduce set of GPBDs Input:
Set of GPBDs F Output:
C -Compact Formula of F Method 1. Take F to conjunctive normal form C := ∅; for each member f in F do ( );
: f cnf C C ∧ = endfor; 2. return (Unification(C)); EndReduction.
Finally, to solve membership problem F ╞ f we call the following Member algorithm:
Algorithm Member
Function:
To solve membership problem F ╞ f Input:
-Set of GPBDs F -GPBD f Output:
True if F ╞ f ; else: False Method return Resolution(Reduction(F) ∧ cnf(¬f)); EndMember.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce some results concerning Generalized Positive Boolean Dependencies in logical dependency classes. We have proposed algorithm to solve membership problem with Generalized positive Boolean dependency in general. These results can be used to design and manage complex and large-scale databases.
